inFINITE airport and waiting area seating
www.zoeftig.com

inFINITE

inFINITE

inFINITE seating, whatever the setting
Over 45 years’ experience

The Zoeftig name has long been synonymous with innovation and the highest possible quality standards. And now this commitment to
finding new and better solutions has been strengthened with Zoeftig becoming part of the renowned Figueras International Seating Group.
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Zoeftig leads the way in the design of seating for terminal market and
transport waiting areas, and also offers a full range of products and
services for waiting areas in the healthcare, judicial and government
markets. While Figueras is the world’s leading specialist in seating for
auditoriums, performing arts arenas, VIP stadiums and cinemas. Together,
they will provide an unrivalled combination of seating system experience
and expertise as well as an enhanced range of products and services.

The inFINITE range, from Zoeftig, is a groundbreaking airport seating
solution that takes design freedom and seating flexibility to
new heights. Calling upon all our specialist expertise, inFINITE is
the first truly modular airport seating system. Thanks to a unique
award-winning beamless design, it provides limitless reconfigurability
enabling the seating to be changed and adapted to reflect the ever-changing
needs and demands of the modern airport environment.

Over the years, Zoeftig’s pioneering seating products have revolutionised
the industry and can be found in airports, railway stations, bus depots,
cruise and ferry terminals and waiting rooms the world over.

inFINITE sets the seating standard in other ways, too. It’s the first
product in its sector to use a high performance engineered metal
replacement composite, a product we call Dura-Z which offers
unprecedented levels of durability, comfort and convenience.

Seating sculpted to your needs
Relax, it’s inFINITE

inFINITE is the shape of things to
come. Literally.
Our own specially developed Z-form polyurethane takes resilience
and durability to new heights, and is ideally suited to meeting the
demands of today’s modern passenger terminals. It’s also exceptionally
easy to clean, an important consideration where there’s high passenger
through-flow.
A high degree of design flexibility, thanks to the huge range of colour
options available with polyurethane, goes hand in hand with stylish good
looks. The inFINITE range comes in a wide range of stunning finishes
including laminated wood and leather upholstery.
It’s not just the seats themselves that help make the inFINITE
experience so comfortable. The modularity of the system facilitates the
easy introduction of tables, allowing passengers easy access to food and
drink, while InFINITE is also available with a range of power options so
vital for today’s busy traveller.
And, of course, for architects, planners, designers, operators and
travellers alike, there is all the comfort of knowing you’re dealing with
Zoeftig – the airport seating market leader and the name behind many of
the industry’s most innovative solutions.

Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport - inFINITE custom version
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inFINITE PU

Seating with simplicity at its heart
Easily the most dynamic seating solution on the market

Simplicity doesn’t just happen.
On the contrary, it takes years of research and the combined efforts of
some of the industry’s most experienced and knowledgeable designers
and engineers to develop a range so simple to assemble, to reconfigure,
to replace, to service, to clean and maintain.

What’s more, the even spacing of arms and legs and revolutionary
design with its minimal footprint, means inFINITE is exceptionally
easy to clean. Every last shape, surface and component junction has
been carefully designed to avoid dirt traps, speed up maintenance
and improve security by offering excellent transparency and
uncluttered sightlines.

With its unique beamless construction, inFINITE is not only easy to put
together in the first place – it’s also remarkably simple to transform when
your layout needs to be adapted to meet changing requirements, for
instance adding arms or tables in locations where they are most needed.

Last but not least, with its sleek clean contemporary appearance and
minimal design, inFINITE isn’t just easy to install, adapt and service – it also
couldn’t be easier on the eye.
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01 inFINITE free-standing foot detail
02 inFINITE arm detail
03 inFINITE back to back linking table
04 inFINITE polyurethane (PU) backrest detail
Opposite: Portsmouth International Port - inFINITE PU
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Flexibility that goes to greater lengths
The possibilities are inFINITE

B

inFINITE is a seating system solution that truly lives up to its name.
Because this advanced system offers a range of options that just goes
on and on.
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With inFINITE, unlike more conventional seating solutions, the beam
has been designed out. The first modular system of its kind, inFINITE
incorporates a range of standardised elements and completely does
away with the notion that a row of seats must be prescribed by its beam
length. So, if you want a continuous run of seats running from one end of
the airport to the other, inFINITE lets you do it.

A

flexibility of inFINITE, that Zoeftig has now patented it for rapid product
reconfigurability. With airport waiting areas a fast moving and frequently
changing environment, inFINITE enables you to reconfigure the layout
quickly and easily, as many times as necessary, whether it’s altering the
length of rows, adding arms or tables, repositioning seats or converting
to cluster arrangements.
The options don’t stop there either. Made from Z-Form PU integral
skin foam, inFINITE PU comes in any non-metallic colour you specify.
It is also available with cold-moulded foam fully upholstered in fabric,
leather or vinyls and laminated plywood.

More importantly, perhaps, inFINITE allows you to change your layout
as the needs of the airport evolve. In fact, such is the versatility and
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Seat
Back
Chasis
Joiner
Leg
Arm

01

G
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End cap
Back to back joiner bar
Full table with chasis
Mid half table with integral joiner
End half table with integral joiner
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01 inFINITE deep upholstered
02 inFINITE laminated plywood
03 inFINITE upholstered in closed stitch (C.S.) leather
04 inFINITE PU
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Flexibility, versatility, infinity
An airport seating solution with inFINITE possibilities

Kunming Wujiaba International Airport - inFINITE PU
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InFINITE Recliner

The seating that helps you relax, then recharge

A new angle on relaxation

Powerful solutions

You’ll never find the design and engineering teams at Zoeftig lying
down on the job.
Unless, of course, it was during the testing and research that went into
the development of one of our more recent and more innovative seating
solutions, the inFINITE Recliner.
It’s yet another illustration of how Zoeftig is constantly looking to
respond to the requirements of today’s air traveller to create a more
restful and relaxing airport environment.
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Powerful solutions

01 inFINITE with between seat power

The creation of some of the most stylish and comfortable seating
solutions around isn’t the only way inFINITE is helping the busy airport
traveller to ‘recharge’.

02 Boost table top power

Thanks to its unique modularity and in-built flexibility, inFINITE can
accommodate a wide range of convenient power options: between seats,
under seats, on top of table and many more. Our new innovative power
product, Boost, is also available between armrests, is adaptable to almost
any international socket type and has options for USB type A and type C
fast-charge sockets. Ideal for use with mobile phones, laptops, cameras
and entertainment systems such as MP3s or portable game players.

03 Boost between arm power
04 Boost under table power

inFINITE Arc

inFINITE Solo

inFINITE Duo

Curves in all the right places

Each to their own

Seating with dual benefits

inFINITE Arc back to back 20 seat

Not so long ago, if a passenger needed somewhere more private to work
or relax, the only real option was to seek refuge in the business lounge.

When it comes to developing dynamic and different seating solutions,
Zoeftig knows a thing – or two.

But that was before inFINITE Solo.

inFINITE Duo is a cleverly designed seating arrangement that provides
dedicated space and privacy for two people. With its large central table
and optional power supply, it’s an ideal solution for two work colleagues
travelling together or for couples or partners looking for a little seclusion.

Typical of the innovative solutions for which Zoeftig is renowned
throughout the industry, inFINITE Solo provides a dedicated workspace
in an ingenious seating cluster configuration.
Equipped with a table and a power supply, and designed to offer the
passenger complete privacy, it’s the ideal solution for passengers to plug
in their laptop and catch up or simply to kick back and relax in peace.

inFINITE is all about choices.
Choices for the architect, designer, airport planner – and for the passenger.
And one recent design departure that’s opened up a whole new world of
possibility for passenger waiting areas is inFINITE Arc.
This dynamic seating arrangement marks a significant move away from
the straight lines and repetitive monotony of most terminals and offers a
refreshingly different design to conventional linear seating layouts.
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As well as offering something visually different to the waiting area norm,
inFINITE Arc also provides the opportunity to create convivial curved
shapes and a pleasant, welcoming ambiance in the airport. Inner and
outer curves naturally create both social and more personal spacing.

In the airport environment, where continuous runs and endless rows
of seats are very much par for the course, inFINITE Duo provides a
welcome change as well as an innovative and practical solution.

Seating solutions waiting on your every need
Taking seating solutions to the world

Portsmouth International Port - inFINITE PU
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Seating setting the right example
Corporate and social responsibility

At Zoeftig, we are continually developing our manufacturing process
and operations in order to minimise their impact on the environment.

Social Responsibility (CSR) policy that sits at the heart of our business.
This encompasses three main areas:

As well as offering unprecedented levels of flexibility, inFINITE Duo is a
shining example of sustainable production.

• Environment – we are constantly exploring how to minimise the
environmental impacts of our products and operations through
increased product longevity, better materials, more sustainable designs
and manufacturing processes and improved waste management

The chassis and arms are made from our moulded composite, Dura-Z,
and are 100% recyclable. While our Z-form polyurethane seats and
backs are 99% recyclable. Moreover, because the injection moulded
parts also require no finishing, environmental harm is further reduced.
Even the in-built flexibility of the product itself plays an important
sustainability role. Because the modularity and ability to adapt to
change extend the lifespan of the product, inFINITE promotes a more
environmentally responsible approach to product procurement.
Aside to the specific environmental benefits of inFINITE, Zoeftig has an
overriding environmental commitment embodied in the Corporate and

Environment
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People

• People – we value our people enormously and are committed to
their development, fostering an environment where independent and
creative thought is encouraged, and where staff have the opportunity to
build on their skills
• Community – as well as financial aid for local charities, we are
looking to the future by developing award-winning links with the
local community, including local universities and participation in the
Knowledge Transfer Partnership.

Community

Technical and dimensions
For further information email enquiries@zoeftig.com For CAD downloads visit www.zoeftig.com

inFINITE 10 seat configuration

inFINITE 10 seat full table option

5794 (228.11”)

inFINITE Recliner back to back

5700 (224.41”)

581

575

(22.88”)

(22.64”)

inFINITE Solo

inFINITE Duo
2287
(90.04”)

2733
(107.60”)

150
(5.91”)

1753
(69.01”)

2578
(101.51”)

4684 (184.43”)

inFINITE 7 seat configuration

100
(3.95”)

inFINITE Arc inside curve 5 seat

inFINITE 7 seat full table option

1052
(41.40”)
4069 (160.20”)

inFINITE 4 seat configuration

725
(28.55”)

4069 (160.20”)

22
575
575
575
575
22
(0.87”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (0.87”)

2714
(106.84”)

inFINITE 5 seat configuration

With arms

44
(1.73”)

531
(20.91”)

inFINITE 5 seat full table option
inFINITE Arc outside curve 5 seat

2344 (92.28”)

With spacers
2919 (114.92”)

inFINITE 4 seat configuration

725
(28.55”)

2919 (114.92”)

inFINITE PRM leg and raised seat

553
575
575
553
(21.77”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (21.77”)

44
(1.73”)

531
(20.91”)

3122
(122.90”)

inFINITE 4 seat full table option

2256 (88.82”)

With no spacers

inFINITE Arc back to back 10 seat

inFINITE 3 seat configuration

530
530
530
530
(20.87”) (20.87”) (20.87”) (20.87”)

2300 (90.56”)

2344 (92.28”)

inFINITE PRM legs and raised seats

inFINITE 3 seat full table option

inFINITE 2.5 seat half table option

1551
(61.05”)
100
(3.95”)

1883
(74.14”)

2120 (83.46”)

With full table
22
575
575
575
552
(0.87”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (22.64”) (21.75”)

1769 (69.65”)

1769 (69.64”)

inFINITE

inFINITE back to back

876
(34.50”)

20

433
(17.03”)

715
(28.15”)

930
(36.63”)

3925
(154.52”)

inFINITE Recliner back to back

inFINITE PRM

1530
(60.24”)
100
(3.94”)

715
(28.15”)

1544 (60.80”)

1292
(50.85”)

487
(19.16”)

With half table

2733
(107.62”)

22
575 351 575
(0.87”) (22.64”) (13.80”) (22.64”)
2049
(80.65”)

6824
(268.66”)

530
(20.87”)

2299 (90.53”)

inFINITE Arc back to back 20 seat

150
(5.92”)

531
(20.91”)

1846 (72.68”)

323
(12.73”)

302
(11.87”)

Options
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InFINITE Standard
InFINITE Recliner
InFINITE PU
InFINITE deep upholstered in fabric or leather
InFINITE leather or PVC closed stitch (C.S.)
InFINITE laminated/plywood
InFINITE free-standing foot detail
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08

Twin USB

13

08
09
10
11
12
13

InFINITE free-standing foot detail underside
InFINITE fix down foot detail
nFINITE anti-slip foot detail underside
InFINITE back to back bracket
InFINITE PRM Logos
InFINITE Zadget
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US
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03

Compact laminate full table
Compact laminate half table
Compact laminate joiner table
Compact laminate recliner half table
Quartz finish
Compact laminate finish

Brazilian

UK

Schuko

French/Belgium

Danish

Italian

Swiss

Australian

Chinese

US

Brazilian

07 inFINITE power module with 2 x power sockets
and Twin USB, power socket options shown below
08 Boost power module with 2 x power sockets
and 2 x USB, power socket options shown below

Dedicated to public seating perfection

USA, Canada, Caribbean
& South America
Zoeftig Ltd
2366 Sylvan Road
Atlanta Georgia 30344 USA

UK, Europe & Russia
Zoeftig Ltd
Kings Hill Industrial Estate
Bude Cornwall EX23 8QN
United Kingdom

T: +1 847 348 9970
E: sales@zoeftig.com
W: zoeftig.com

T: +44 (0)1288 35 45 12
F: +44 (0)1288 35 59 54
E: sales@zoeftig.com
W: zoeftig.com

Middle East, Africa
& Indian Subcontinent
Zoeftig Ltd
P.O.Box 8349
Dubai UAE

Asia Pacific
Zoeftig Ltd
421 Tagore Industrial Ave
02-05 Tagore 8
Singapore 787805

T: +971 (0) 4 3381656
E: sales@zoeftig.com
W: zoeftig.com

T: +44 (0)1288 35 45 12
E: sales@zoeftig.com
W: zoeftig.com

Our contact details

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

Quality
Management

Environmental
Management

Registered

Registered

9560

E3409
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